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Government Asked to Remove Excise
Duty on Plastic Packaging Goods to
Enhance Competitiveness
• The sector employs 15,000 plus Tanzanians

T

he Confederation of Tanzania Industries
(CTI) has asked the government to remove
Excise Duty on articles for conveyance or
plastic packaging goods, including lids, caps
and closures of plastics in order to increase
competitiveness of domestic industry through
reduced cost of raw materials.
The request is included in the list of CTI’s budget
proposals for year 2016/17 which was submitted
to the Task Force on Tax Reform recently for
consideration.
Before every new budget is presented to
the parliament for discussion and approval,
the government seeks tax reform proposals
from stakeholders in different sectors of the
economy including manufacturers, with a view
to streamlining tax regime as well as putting in
place taxes which are friendly for stimulation of
the economy.
Currently the conveyance or plastic packaging
goods, including lids, caps and closures of
Hon. Dr. Philip Mpango, Minister for Finance
plastics attract an excise Duty of 50% which
and Planning.
in the view of the manufacturers increases
the cost of production for local food packaging
industries on one hand, while decreases their
competitiveness. The duty also discourages
investment in the production of products for packaging as it encourages influx of packaging materials from
foreign markets. Furthermore, the Duty is against the Best practice of not charging Excise Duty on sector
specific.

Other proposals submitted to the Task Force include but not limited to the following issues:-

Excise Duty on Printed Packaging Materials:
Reduce Excise Duty on printed packaging material (HS. 3920.10.00) from 50% to 0% to
among other things promote domestic industries that have invested heavily in machinery;
as printed packaging materials are intermediate materials used in packaging; and for
promotion of competiveness of domestic products against imported products.
Excise Duty on Cosmetics:
Reduce excise duty on cosmetics HS. 3303, 3304, 3305, 3306 and 3307 from 10%
to 0% to increase sales volume of up to 8,100 tons which enables the Government to
increase government revenue from TZS 13 billion collected in 2015 to about TZS 17.1
billion with reduced duty on cosmetics. This will also promote competitiveness of domestic
industries since Kenya has a zero per cent Excise on the same products.
Excise Duty on Carbonated Soft Drinks and Water:
Maintain the current Excise Duty on carbonated soft drinks and water to promote production
and sales volumes which could increase Government revenue in the form of VAT. This
would further promote investment and growth in the domestic industry. The reduction of
Excise Duty from TZS 91/Lt to TZS 55/Lt and maintaining the duty in 2015/16
helped the industry to grow and reduce prices hence, invested a total of USD 110 Million
for the financial year 2014/15.
Excise Duty Rate on Tobacco and Tobacco Products:
Retain current Excise Duty rate on tobacco and tobacco products as well as the current
3-tier Excise Duty structure with its 75% domestic tobacco requirement. Since these
measures enhance competitiveness, extra tax revenue of up to TZS 10 billion per annum,
boost capacity utilization, increase investment, sustain/increase jobs, encourage use of
locally available raw materials and domestic value addition, and also encourage inward
investments and industrialisation.
Excise Duty Rates on Beer & Spirits:
Hold current Excise Duty Rates on Beer & Spirits to stabilize growth of the industry. Any
future rates increase if any should be below the inflation rate. Also products using 100%
local raw materials, malted or unmalted, should be treated the same by HS.2206.00.30,
with regard to Excise Tax Remission. Beer with 0% alcohol should use Carbonated Soft
Drinks Excise Duty Rates while Beer with up to 2% alcohol should use 50% of beer Excise
Duty Rates. Spirits with up to 7% alcohol should use Beer Excise Duty Rates.
Excise Duty on Tempered Glass:
Introduce 25% Excise Duty or a specific duty of USD 200/ton on imported tempered/
toughened glass products whichever is higher. These measures will increase government
revenue from production and taxation of profit while promoting glass making industries in
Tanzania.
Import Duty on Base Oil For Lube:
Reduce import duty on Base oil for lube HS. 2710.19.10, from 10% to 0%. Base oil
is a basic raw material which increases capacity utilisation of the firm from the current
23,200 tons of lubricants to 67,000 tons. Also reduce importation of lubricants to the

tune of 11,800 tons of imports thus, save foreign exchange equivalent to the tune of
TZS 5.4 Billion. Encourages industrialisation in the domestic industry to increase the
industry’s current employment of about 200 employees, some of which may lose jobs as
the industry tries to cut its production costs.
15% Upfront Payment on Imported Industrial Sugar:
Remove upfront payment on imported industrial sugar or introduce Bond. This will promote
competitiveness of domestic industries that are currently faced with huge cash flow problems.
Introduction of additional 15% upfront payment does not address the problem of illicit
trade of industrial sugar as other EAC countries
are charging 10% Import Duty thus charging an
additional 15% import Duty confers an unfair
advantage against domestic manufacturers.
In the Contrary, the upfront payment of 15%
has serious cash flow problems to domestic
manufacturers as it ties down their working
capital. Currently, domestic manufacturers have
paid TZS 11 billion which need to be refunded
by TRA.
Cross-cutting issues:
On cross-cutting issues, CTI proposes reduction
of Skills and Development Levy (SDL) from 5 to
4 percent; reduction of the maximum tax bracket
rate from 30 to 25 percent; corporate tax on
non-listed companies from 30 to 25 percent and
capital gain tax for initial public offer share from
30 to 15 percent.
These measures are expected to stimulate
industrialisation process and enhance employment
creation. They will also help reduce the cost of
importing intermediate inputs and raw materials
thereby making the domestic industry competitive;
promote savings and investment necessary to
improve welfare of Tanzanians; promote a level
playing field among domestic companies and
promote investments as the cost of funding
become cheap and companies will grow as well as
increase government revenue through corporate
tax.

On cross-cutting
issues, CTI proposes
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and Development
Levy (SDL) from 5 to
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of the maximum tax
bracket rate from 30 to
25 percent; corporate
tax on non-listed
companies from 30 to
25 percent and capital
gain tax for initial
public offer share from
30 to 15 percent.

Parliamentary Committee:
Regulatory Agencies Whose
Functions Overlap up for Trimming

Mr. Hussein Kamote, CTI’s Director of Policy and Advocacy, giving brief
explanation to the Parliamentary Committee on Industry, Trade and
Environment.

T

HE April 8 2016 meeting of the Parliamentary Committee on Industry,
Trade and Investment with the Manufacturers and different Regulatory
Agencies ended up with some parliamentarians calling for the
government to trim down all Regulatory Agencies whose functions overlap
or streamline them to reduce burden to the manufacturers.
The feeling to trim the number of Regulatory Agencies whose functions
overlap came after the members of the Parliamentary Committee on Industry,
Trade and Investment listened to the Confederation of Tanzania Industries
(CTI), Individual manufacturers and heads of the Regulatory Agencies.
The meeting was called by the Chairman of the Committee Dr. Dalali Peter
Kafumu (Member of Parliament for Igunga Constituency) whose committee
is preparing a report that will help the Fifth Phase Government to realize its
industrialization dreams.
The Regulatory Agencies which attended the meeting included; the
Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS), Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority
(TFDA), Weights and Measures Authority (WMA), Business Registration
and Licensing Authority (BRELA), National Environmental Management
Commission (NEMC), Occupation, Safety and Health Authority (OSHA) and
Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA).

Presenting the CTI views to the Committee, the Director of Policy and
Advocacy Mr. Hussein Kamote said that despite the Regulatory Agencies
being essential to Tanzanians in general, they pose challenges which needed
urgent solutions.
First, he said, there are many Regulatory Agencies some which undertake
similar functions for different charges or fees. He said, for a local investor
to start food related industry, for example, he is requires to acquired
authorisation from TFDA, NEMC, TBS and make sure that he abides by the
Local Government (District Authority Act. Cap 287 or Urban Authorities Act.
Cap 288).

Some of the CTI members who attended the meeting.
The investor, he said, has also to acquire documents from Atomic Energy
Agency, Weights and Measures Body, Fire and Rescue Authority as well as
BRELA. The multiplicity of these Regulatory Agencies forces an investor to
go through a tedious process which adds to the cost of doing business to
the investor.
Secondly, most of the Regulatory Agencies execute similar functions such
as inspecting industrial areas as well as quality of food but do not share
information, a good example being TFDA and TBS.
Thirdly, some Regulatory Agencies charge their fees by using US dollar,
basing on the value of the consignment instead of Tanzania Shilling and
the actual cost of inspection and or determination of the product’s quality.
The inspection fee or charges for determining the quality of products are
unnecessarily high which add to the cost of doing business.

Fourth, the Regulatory Agencies frequently delay the inspection report or
quality inspections which cause delays on industries to start production in
the country. In order to register a product’s quality with TBS or TFDA for
example, it may take not less than six months and the two Agencies do not
accept quality certification from other countries’ Agencies.
Fifth, some Regulatory Agencies work like Police Force, and do not work to
assist the manufacturers to comply with the existing Laws and Regulations.
“The Agencies wait for the manufacturers to error so that they can fine or
close their businesses”, Kamote said.
Sixth, the Regulatory Agencies lack centrality as some are situated in the
regions and some in different corners of Dar es Salaam which force investors
to visit each agency separately. This also adds to the cost of production
which makes Tanzania’s products uncompetitive.
It is CTI’s suggestions to the Parliamentary Committee on Industry, Trade
and Investment, among other things, that the Agencies whose functions
overlapped should share information on test and, or inspection results;
charge their fees in Tanzanian Shillings basing on actual value of inspection
or tests made to the products. The Agencies need to conduct awareness
education to the manufacturers on how to comply with the existing laws
and regulations instead of using force to make them comply.
The government should also consider streamlining the Acts which created
those Agencies and think to start paying for the Agencies’ operation
expenses. This will help them remain with very few fees and charges which
do not affect the manufacturers’ competitiveness.
“The current manufacturers are supposed to act as good ambassadors for
attracting foreign investors, but multiple and triple Regulatory Agencies each
charging its fees have impacted negatively on our costs and competitiveness”.
One of the CTI members told the Committee.
He said that the Tanzania Manufacturers were subjected to numerous fees
and levies from many Regulatory Agencies to the extent that his companies
were paying more than 20m/- monthly for fumigating containers alone.
“The bad side of the matter, the behaviour and attitudes of most workers of
these Regulatory Agencies were like Police…..they come with intimidations
like closing industries as if the industries have no value to this country” he
added.
He made it clear that all the fees and charges paid by the manufacturers
to these Regulatory Agencies have been added to the cost of production,
and hence passed over to the ultimate consumer, an act which made
manufacturers to be uncompetitive both locally and regionally.
On the other hand, another CTI member raised concerns over the Tanzania
Revenue Authority (TRA)’s arbitrary import value uplift, and long verification
procedures which force importers to spend more than 7 days before they
clear their goods and thus attract demurrage charges.
“From the long verification procedures and frequent arbitrary value uplift
and appeals made by importers against it, we are being forced to pay storage
and demurrage charges which affect our operations and competitiveness”
he said.
After the manufacturers had explained their woes caused by Regulatory
Agencies, the heads of the Agencies responded, and each defended his or
her institution saying it worked within the provided laws and regulations.

However, TFDA and Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) officials agreed
that some of their institution’s functions overlapped adding that they were
in discussion to streamline their functions to avoid double charging of
manufacturers.
Dk. Diodorus Buberwa Kamala (MP for Nkenge Constituency) said that the
government must act and trim or merge all Regulatory Agencies which seem
to provide similar services.
“Regulatory Agencies which will prove to be essential for the well being of
Tanzanians, their operation costs should be assumed by the government
while allowing only to charge very little fees to make the manufacturers
competitive” he said.
He said that most of the regulatory agencies have turned themselves into
TRA as they engaged in collecting money for their survival while disregarding
the negative impact their fees and charges cause to the manufacturers.
Mr. Godless Lema, a Member of Parliament for Arusha Urban said that as it is
now, many of the government authorities have adopted to work by exerting
threats to people, a system which he said could, if continued, cause some
manufacturers to relocate their businesses to the neighbouring countries.
“Mr Chairman, after this meeting I propose we convene another meeting
which will include the Minister for Finance and Planning, Minister from the
President’s Office, Minister for Industry, Trade and Investment, TRA, and
heads of the Regulatory Agencies after which the committee will meet with
the President and tell him about all these menaces” one of the Members of
Parliament suggested, a suggestion which was unanimously accepted.
The Chairman of the Committee advised the Regulatory Agencies to
emulate TFDA and TBS efforts while concrete and lasting solution on
multiple regulatory Agencies’ effects was being sought to make Tanzania
manufacturers competitive.
A meeting which will involve ministers, Permanent Secretaries and Heads of
Regulatory Authorities has been tentatively scheduled during the coming
Parliamentary Budget sessions and Dr. Kafumu requested the manufacturers
to help the committee by attending the meeting in Dodoma which he said
would draw the resolution and proposals to be presented to the President
as a strategy towards industrialisation.

Issuing Industrial Sugar Import
Permits Eased After Untold
Manufacturers’ Suffering

A stock of industrial sugar.

S

ince the President of the United Republic of Tanzania Dr. John Pombe Magufuli
directed all organs responsible for sugar importation to stop issuing sugar
import permits, the authority have taken tougher stand to include industrial
sugar which everybody understands for sure that it’s not produced locally.
Even when the Confederation of Tanzania Industries (CTI) sought clarification from
various organs including the Chief Secretary, the Sugar Board of Tanzania, the
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries, very little clarification did come by.
What was clear, as it was recently noted by Members of the Parliamentary
Committee on Industries, Investment and Environment; nobody was ready to give
explanation on whether or not, industrial sugar was inclusive in the President’s
directive, certainly for fear of contradicting his directive.
The time that CTI sought clarification, some members’ consignments of industrial
sugar had already arrived at the port, and demurrage and storage charges continued
to accumulate.
In all CTI’s arguments, it clearly stated the fact that the current procedure for
importing industrial sugar was not only supervised by Tanzania, but by the entire
East Africa member States for an import duty of 10 percent.
The logic behind levying low duty to the industrial sugar was that this item is a
raw material used by some industries, and for Tanzania, more than 50 percent
of Tanzania’s industries depend on industrial sugar to continue producing, which
means that tumbling with supply of such a commodity could adversely affect
attainment of the country’s industrialisation commitment.
On March 17, CTI had met with the Parliamentary Committee on Industries, Trade
and Environment where individual manufacturers told the committee members
how the President’s directive was misinterpreted and the loss they incurred as a
result.
“The clarification has been given that industrial sugar is not included in the
President’s directive, but Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority (TFDA) had refused
to give clearance saying it has to get confirmation from the State House” one CTI
member lamented before the Committee.
The Chairman of the Committee directed immediate consultations between the
Ministry of Health, Community Development, Gender, Elders and Children on one
hand and the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment on the other to allow
importation of Industrial sugar before industries closed down production.
The delay in allowing issuance of industrial sugar imports added salt to the fresh
wounds as the manufacturers were still struggling to get industrial sugar import
duty refund which the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) had delayed to pay.
The refunds accrued following the government commencement of the new system
of taxing a refundable 15 percent payment of import duty on industrial sugar in July
2015. Up to March 2016, the government owed the manufacturers an estimate of
TZS 11 billion in import duty refund on industrial sugar. The delay was occasioned,
despite the fact that some manufacturers had already prepared and submitted to
TRA all necessary documents needed for refund to be effected since July 2015.
There are reports that some manufacturers have started to get their refund, but
others’ money continued to be tied up in TRA bureaucratic refund procedure, an
act which has created disturbance and uncertainty among the manufacturers.
Since the adoption of the system in July 2015, CTI had cautioned that the system
could cause problems, particularly on possible delay in refunding the 15 percent
upfront payment on industrial sugar and that it could increase the production costs.
To date, the TRA has not yet put in place a mechanism for fast refund of the 15
percent paid as import duty on industrial sugar which is why CTI has repeatedly
requested the government to suspend implementation of the system with the
view of allowing competitiveness to the Tanzania manufacturers.

‘Revamp dormant Factories’
- Tanga Manufacturers told

Modern plants in a privately owned Pembe Flour Mill in Tanga Region.

T

HE Fifth government of the United Republic of Tanzania has been asked
to abstain from frequent increase of taxes on beer with intent to boost its
revenue as the trend has negative revenue collection implications in the
long run.
Speaking at a one-day Alcoholic Drinks and Beer Sector Taxation Workshop
organized by TBL Group at Julius Nyerere International Convention Centre
recently, a representative from Deloitte & Touche told the gathering that beer
business is normally based on the volume sold or consumed.
He said that increasing taxes on beer normally seem to temporarily increase
government tax collection and reduce the same in the long-term as more consumers
tend to switch to untaxed beer.
“Instead of government frequently increasing tax on beer, time has come for the
government to start looking for other untapped informal beer market which has
huge potential to increase government taxes”, he said.

He suggested five ways of encouraging growth
in the alcoholic beverage industry including
excise remission, affordability which increases
volume, excise duty product segmentation,
lowering excise on products with 2 percent or
less alcoholic content and lowering excise on
alcoholic spirits with reduced alcohol content.
Explaining further, the experts said that a
20 percent excise duty remission on beer
products aimed at the lower end of the market
would reduce illicit alcoholic beverage while
consumers are assured of hygienic products,
thereby bringing more alcoholic beverages in
the tax net. This is from the fact that less than
50 percent of the alcohol consumed within
Tanzania is subject to tax.
Likewise, the expert recommended excise
duty changes of 85 percent of inflation rate
saying that increase of the excise duty above
inflation rate normally makes alcoholic
beverage products unaffordable to most of the
consumers, adding:

Likewise, the expert
recommended excise
duty changes of 85
percent of inflation
rate saying that
increase of the excise
duty above inflation
rate normally makes
alcoholic beverage
products unaffordable
to most of the
consumers...

“Any increase in tax revenue is only temporary
because volume decreases in the long run and
down the line, there is tax revenue loss due to
reduced consumption”
On the other hand, he said that excise duty needs to be levied based on product
character as well as alcoholic content since reduced revenue on excise duty will be
compensated by increased Value Added Tax (VAT) from volume sales.
It was also recommended that beverage with more than 2 percent alcoholic content
needs to be subjected to lower excise duty rates an act which will result into
increased tax from increased volume sales.
Once again, the government reiterated its commitment and determination to
support industrial sector so as to uplift the sector’s contribution to the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) from 9 percent to 15 percent come year 2020.
This was revealed by the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Industry, Trade and
Investment Dr. Adelhem James Meru during the opening of the meeting. He added
that by year 2020, 40 percent of the Tanzania employment should come from the
manufacturing sector.

“These targets are realizable and possible once the Public and Private sectors
joined hands towards these common goals” he added.
Another expert from Canback, a leading global company in the field of predictive
analytics said that many Tanzanian opted for non- branded beer because the
average of them spent half of their annual income on food and beverages leaving
little room for discretionary spending on products such as branded beer and spirits.
“The average Tanzanian earns USD 1 per day and spend nearly half of it on food and
beverages so to ensure affordability in the short term, branded alcohol producers
are focused on maintaining price stability” he said.
The expert said that it takes an average Tanzanian 5.5 hours to be able to earn
enough to pay for one bottle of beer while the same takes 3.5 hours for a Kenyan
to earn it compared to 3.9 hours a Ugandan would take to earn the 500ml bottle
of beer.
The contribution of an alcoholic beverage industry has been enormous as it
contributed TZS 4 Trillion in tax revenue, TZS 4 Trillion in developing the Industry
and has provided employment opportunities to 2 million people.
On the other hand, it extended TZS 200 Billion in local farming support and
another TZS 500 Billion for retail and trade development, with nearly 2 million
people accessing clean water.
The workshop brought together stakeholders from both the public and private
sector including the Mining Industry, Trade and Investment, the Ministry of
Finance and Planning, the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA), the Fair Competition
Commission (FCC) the Confederation of Tanzania Industry (CTI), and the Tanzania
Private Sector Foundation (TPSF).

Power Outages Failing Tanga
Manufacturers’ Progress
• Twenty power blackouts happen in a day!

T

he Manufacturers based in Tanga
Region are unhappy and would
like the national authorities to
intervene to address the problem as it
is getting out of hand, manufacturers
lamented recently.
The manufacturers concerns come
days following the recent joint
meeting with the Tanzania Electrical
Supply Company Limited (TANESCO)
regional authorities without reaching a
concrete solution to a number of issues,
including poor quality of electricity
supply which has greatly affected the
industrial production in the region.

The meeting was called by the
Confederation of Tanzania Industries
(CTI) Tanga Outreach to, among other
things; discuss burning issues raised
by CTI member industries during their monthly meetings.

Eng. Richard Mallamia, Tanesco Tanga Regional
Manager.

During the meeting, the TANESCO regional authority admitted that as far as the poor
quality of power supply and persistence power tripping/fluctuation is concerned, the
problem was beyond their control and that they could do nothing to address it.
“The big percentage of this problem is above our control as it’s mainly caused by the
National grid whose complete solution would be obtained after completion of the
ongoing construction of the backbone line expected to become operational anytime
from mid 2016”, one TANESCO representative had told the meeting.
However, TANESCO had promised to continue working hand in hand with CTI
member industries to solve power problems which were within the TANESCO regional
Authorities’ reach.
Weeks after the meeting, some of the CTI members from Tanga had told the CTI
Secretariat that the power outages have become unbearable and wondered if there
was any concrete explanation from the TANESCO headquarters on the frequent
and untimely blackout which, according to them, had caused heavy losses to their
industries.

When CTI contacted the TANESCO headquarters for comments and explanation for
three consecutive days their phones were calling without responses. Even when we
sent SMS which red:
“I am calling from the Confederation of Tanzania Industries to ask why are there power
blackouts in Tanga which in a day, they can occur more than 20 times. Our members
have requested us to ask from the headquarters as Tanga TANESCO officers say the
problem is above their reach. Please answer us because since yesterday we have
been calling without response”- From CTI
After the SMS, the communication officer Mr. Adrian responded that he was on leave
and directed us to call Ms. Leila, who nevertheless could neither responded to our
SMS nor pick our calls.
In another development, on 19th February this year, the CTI Tanga office convened a
similar meeting with the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) in Tanga in which a number
of resolutions were reached.
It was resolved that the issue of Value Added Tax (VAT) returns being processed online
created much hurdles following network problems occasioned by online congestion
during and around dates 25th and 26th of each month. Hence resolved that the
reports should be sent early for the convenience filling in the forms.
Other issues discussed and resolved included:• On TISS payment, members noted that sometimes it did not appear until after two
days an act which caused delays of payment in the system. It was noted further that
the problem is usually caused by EXIM bank system. It was resolved that a letter
should be written to TRA to raise the manufacturers’ concerns.
• On EFD, it was noted and resolved that the quality of EFD rollers was poor as its ink
does not stay long, information which should also be sent to the TRA management
for redress.
• Members observed that there was a problem of servicing the EFDs following
inactive of the Business Machine Tanzania Limited (BMTL) which had earlier been
given the task, hence TRA’s mandate to charge the service item on the buyers of the
machines. It was resolved that a letter should also be sent to TRA asking whether
manufacturers could enter into contract with other individual servicing companies.
• It was noted that track movement of goods system (TANCIS) was not working
properly, an act which prompted members to direct that a letter be sent to TRA to
ask for the status.
• TRA officials promised to continue cooperating with CTI members by sending them
necessary materials through their e-mails. Members commended TRA Regional
Management for their tireless commitment as they attended the CTI meetings
every time they were invited.
• For Tanga UWASA, members resolved that if the institution continued to defy
their request for a joint meeting to find answers of pertinent issues that affect
Tanga manufacturers, then UWASA Board Chairman should be approached as
the manufacturers’ last resort. Members expressed discontentment with NEMC’s
failure to send certificates to the members who had completed the Environmental
Audit and therefore resolved to write a letter to NEMC to express their concerns.

TRADE AND BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Malawi International Trade Fair (28th MITF)
commences in May
The Malawi Confederation of Chambers of Commerce & Industry (MCCC) invites Tanzania companies
to participate in the Malawi International Trade Fair 2016 scheduled to take place at Chichiri Trade Fair
Grounds, City of Blantyre-Malawi, from 20th to 29th May 2016. This year’s theme is: “Achieving
Competitiveness Through Innovation”.
MITF encompasses all sectors of the economy and is expected to attract visitors from all over
the world, especially from neighbouring countries where it provides unique sales, promotion and
networking forum for the business community.
Malawi has been the strategic market for Tanzania products taking into consideration the potentials
within the SADC countries. Organisations or companies falling under SME’s should fulfill the following:•

Good quality exportable products

•

The capacity to supply external market

For more information regarding this trade fair, please contact the TanTrade Office through:
Tel: 255-22-2850238
Cell: +255 754 265 822
+255 717 478 806
Email: info@tantrade.or.tz

Invitation to Global Exhibition on Services (GES) - The
India Opportunity
The second edition of the Global Exhibition on Services will be held between 21-23 April 2016 at
India Exposition Mart, Greater Noida, NCR, New Delhi-India. This event, to be in its second year in
2016,with an objective to significantly augment commerce and connections in the Services Sector
between India and the world, is a joint initiative of the Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government
of India, Services Export Promotion Council (SEPC) & Confederation of Indian Industry (CII).
Some key sectors which will be focus areas in services at GES 2016 including IT and Telecom;
Tourism; Media and Entertainment; Healthcare; Logistics; Professional Services; Education;
Financial Services; R&D; Space and SME in Services
A 9 square meter complimentary space for exhibition for companies/associations to showcase their
potential at the venue has been prepared. Additionally, B2B meetings could be fixed between top
Indian stakeholders in the above sector and GES 2016 participants.
For more information contact:Mr Deepak Sharma & Ms Arundhati Nath
Emails: arundhati.nath@cii.in;
deepak.sharma@cii.in
Tel:

+91 011 45771015),

+91-11-24629994-7 Extn. 363
+91-11-24601298
Website: www.cii.in

19th BUILDEXPO AFRICA 2016 Coming!
The Expogroup has organized the 19th Edition of BUILDEXPO AFRICA 2016 that will take
place from July 02 - 04, 2016 at the Mlimani City Conference Center in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania. The event will see tens of thousands of buyers and visitors from across the world foster
partnerships and collaborations in the rapidly expanding Industry. Members wishing to participate
in this grand exhibition are advised to contact the Project Manager, Ms. Jessica Rebello through:Tel: +971 4 3721421
Fax: +971 4 3721422
Dubai: +971 5 58364014
Website: http://expogr.com/uildexpokenya/index.php

Food & Beverage Technology Asia Show in offing
THERE will be Food and Beverage Technology Asia exhibition at Karachi Expo Center in Pakistan from
10-12 May, 2016. Key international and regional suppliers will be displaying their latest products &
services throughout the three days.
Rice Mill Machinery Manufacturers, Dall, Pulses And Oil Seeds Processing Machinery
Process Technology Automation & Control Technology, Ingredients and Additives
Cooling, Storage, Packaging & Transportation Technology, Food Safety and Hygiene Technology,
Quality Control Technology, Cold Storage, Agricultural Mechanization & Technologies, Tractor &
Agricultural Mechanization, Side Industry, Greenhouse Technologies
Water and Irrigation Technologies, Agricultural Equipments & Services, Animal Husbandry
Equipments, Poultry, Hotel & Bakery Tech Asia and Milk & Dairy Equipments.
For more information on the event, contact Food Technology Asia Secretariat on

Tel: (+92-21) 111-222-444,
Fax: (+92-21) 3486-0830,
Email: info@foodtechnologyasia.com

The Secretariat
Confederation of Tanzania Industries
P O Box 71783, Dar es Salaam
Tel: 2114954/ 2123802/ 2130327
Fax: 2115414
E-mail: cti@cti.co.tz

